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RESPONSIBLE ASSET MANAGER

RESPONSIBLE ASSET MANAGER

Responsible asset manager
Swedbank Robur1 integrates sustainability aspects into its fund management and
works to influence companies to improve their sustainability and corporate governance. This year we have taken further steps towards more sustainable business
and we have contributed to increased diversity in the companies’ boards through
our participation in nomination committees. We do not invest in companies that
produce coal representing more than 30 percent of total business revenue and we
have clarified our policy on responsible investments.
Swedbank Group

Responsible investments

At Swedbank, sustainable business is characterised
by responsible business decisions, value creation and
transparency. Sustainability work focuses on integrating sustainability considerations into the main
processes and business decisions and is based on the
core processes; payments, loans/financing, saving/
investment and procurement.

Swedbank Robur act responsibly by taking action on
sustainability and corporate governance issues on
behalf of unit holders and by following its own and
society’s values. Swedbank Robur believes that the risks
linked to sustainability and corporate governance can
affect fund returns and that we have a responsibility
to act on these issues in the unit holders’ long-term interest. Swedbank Robur has signed the United Nations
Principles for Responsible Investment, (PRI)2.

Respect for human rights, the environment and climate
and anti-corruption measures should influence both
business strategies and the day-to-day work with
credit, investments, purchasing and financial advice.
Swedbank’s internal framework complies with several
international initiatives and guides the work regarding
accountability and risk minimisation. Swedbank is the
only publicly listed bank in the Nordic region that is
environmentally certified according to ISO 14001.
Knowledge is key in order to successfully integrate
sustainability aspects and to create continuous improvements. All employees in Swedbank Group receive
basic training on sustainability through compulsory
courses in areas such as business ethics, the environment and social considerations such as gender equality
and human rights.

Swedbank Robur’s strategy as a responsible asset
manager is to integrate sustainability considerations
into the investment processes, influence companies in
which the funds are owners and refrain from investing
in certain companies.

Swedbank Robur is an active owner and has ongoing
dialogue with boards and management; we vote at
general meetings and participate in nomination
committees. We focus on influencing companies in
which our funds are major shareholders and companies
with particularly high risks in terms of sustainability
and/or corporate governance. In the chapter Active
Owner we describe this in more detail.

Sustainability funds

Responsible
investments

During the year we have deepened our efforts to
integrate sustainability into the investment processes.
You can read about this in the next chapter. In certain
cases we may refrain from investing in a company. We
have since long excluded controversial weapons in our
funds, such as cluster munition, anti-personnel mines
and nuclear weapons. During the year, we decided not
to invest in companies that produce coal1. The reason is
that we believe that climate change is one of the most
important sustainability issues of our time and that we
want to reduce the climate risk in our funds.

We offer sustainability funds which make high demands on the companies
they invest in to work with human rights, the environment, labour rights
business ethics and corporate governance.

Cooperation and transparency
We actively collaborate within our industry to harmonise product standards and customer information and to
facilitate comparisons of fund products. One objective
during the year has been to provide open and simple
information on how we take responsibility as asset
manager, as well as how we incorporate ownership
responsibilities and sustainability in individual products.
During the year we developed a sustainability profile
for each fund, a fact sheet that in detail describes how
each fund assumes responsibility and applies sustainability criteria with regard to its management. We also
regularly publish information about the funds’ carbon
footprints. Another tool that helps customers make well
informed choices of fund products is the sustainability
rating that Morningstar2 launched during the year. Read
more about the rankings and see the results for a couple
of our funds in the next chapter.

We also offer a wide selection of products with special
sustainability criteria, partly in discretionary mandates
and partly in sustainability funds where the companies’
work with the environment, human rights, labour rights
and business ethics is crucial to making investment
decisions. Read more about these funds in the chapter
Sustainability funds.

Important events during the year
• Our policy for responsible investment was implemented in our funds3

We integrate sustainability

Responsible
investments

• Our funds no longer invest in companies that produce coal representing 30 percent of total revenue,
or more.

We influence companies

• We took part in 295 general meetings in 260 Swedish and foreign companies. We voted for
approximately 75 percent of the funds’ capital that is invested directly in shares.

We refrain from investment
in certain companies

• In the 69 companies in which Swedbank Robur participated in the nomination committees, there was an
equal gender balance among the newly elected board members, increasing the proportion of women in
these companies to 38 percent.

Responsible investments for Swedbank Robur

Swedbank is an important part of the financial system
in its home markets Sweden, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. With over seven million customers in Sweden and he
Baltic countries, we have the ability to influence people,
the environment and society. Savings and asset management is an important part of Swedbank’s business.
Swedbank Robur is Sweden’s largest fund management
company and one of the leading asset management
companies in the Nordic region offering customers
long-term sustainable investments as well as special
sustainability funds.

Swedbank Robur’s policy for responsible investments
and ownership policy is the basis for our work with sustainability and corporate governance. During the year,
we clarified our policy for responsible investment which
is now being introduced in our funds3. Read more about
this on our website.

Asset management(4)

2016

2015

2014

Total assets under management (SEKbn)

1170

1090

1052

789

738

715

40

39

40

– of which in funds (SEKbn)
Proportion of managed assets with specific sustainability criteria (%) (5)

Throughout the report Swedbank Robur is used instead of Swedbank Robur Fonder AB, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Swedbank Group.
PRI = Principles for Responsible Investment, un.pri.org.
Close to all funds have the policy for responsible investments quoted in their fund prospectuses 2017-01-11. Transfer funds by 2017-04-01.
4
Asset management as of 2016-12-31.
5
Proportion of fund capital managed in sustainability funds and discretionary mandates with specific sustainability criteria.

• We contacted 382 companies on sustainability issues. We contacted 160 companies ourselves, and the
rest in collaboration with other investors.
• We developed the analysis for the sustainability funds by greater cooperation between fund
managers and analysts and more frequent corporate contact.
• Ethica Sverige and Humanfonden received the highest rating in Morningstar’s sustainability ranking,
five out of possible five globes in the category Sverigefonder (Sweden funds).

1
2

1

3

2

4

3

Companies that produce coal representing more than 30 percent of total business revenue.
For more information on Morningstar’s sustainability ranking, see Morningstar.com.
Close to all funds have the policy for responsible investments quoted in their fund prospectuses 2017-01-11. Transfer funds by 2017-04-01.
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How we invest
During the year, Swedbank Robur’s managers and analysts worked to integrate
sustainability into the different investment processes. At the beginning of the
year we decided to refrain from investing in coal companies for climate reasons1.
We have continued to report on the carbon footprint for our equity funds and
we have published Sustainability profiles for our funds to make it easier for our
clients to see how the funds are taking sustainability into account.
Integration in focus

panies we have chosen to refrain from investing in for
all funds is published on ”Swedbank Robur’s exclusion
list” which is available on our website. During several
years Swedbank Robur has refrained from investing in
companies that produce, modernise, sell or buy products
that have been specially developed for cluster bombs,
anti-personnel mines, chemical or biological weapons
and nuclear weapons.

Swedbank Robur integrates sustainability considerations in the investment processes and ownership work
because we believe that sustainability and corporate
governance risks can affect fund returns. In certain
cases we may refrain from investing in a company. Our
approach is set out in the Responsible Investment Policy
adopted by the Swedbank Robur board at the start of
the year. The policy has gradually been introduced in
our funds during the year following changes in the fund
prospectuses.

At the beginning of the year, Swedbank Robur decided
not to invest in coal. This means that we refrain from
investing in companies that have more than 30 per
cent of their revenues from the production of coal.
We see climate change as one of the most important
sustainability issues and coal is the fossil fuel that has
the largest climate impact. To exclude coal is a way of
reducing the climate risk in our funds. We also work with
the climate change issue in several other ways, which
you can read about on page nine.

During the year the work of integrating sustainability
into the investment processes for various fond types
was deepened. Awareness-raising initiatives continued
to play a major role as did providing portfolio managers
with access to information on the companies’ sustainability work. We have also chosen to no longer invest
directly in coal for climate reasons1. To make it easier for
clients interested in sustainability we have continued to
report on the carbon footprint for our equity funds and
we have published Sustainability profiles for our funds.
During the year we have got a new tool for evaluating
the funds’ sustainability performance via Morningstar’s
sustainability rating.

Our main strategy for responsible investment is not to
refrain from investment but to influence companies so
that they can develop their work. We try to influence
companies that Swedbank Robur has large shareholdings in and companies with particularly high risks with
regard to sustainability and corporate governance.
Companies with particularly high risks are put up on a
watch list. Learn more about our engagement work in
the next chapter.

Exclusions
Refraining from investing is a way for us to act in line
with society’s and our own values, and to take a clear
position in favour of sustainable development. The com-

Fund 2016

Index 2016

Fund 2015

Index 2015

– Allemansfond Komplett (52 131)

12

30

14

35

– Aktiefond Pension (36 241)

13

30

14

35

8

30

14

35
18

Three largest funds (fund assets, SEKm)

– Kapitalinvest (24 246)
Regional equity funds (fund assets, SEKm)
– Sverigefond (15 371)

22

16

25

– Europafond (4 647)

33

35

26

43

– Globalfond (3 391)

9

37

15

44

7

36

10

43

17

59

32

71

– Amerikafond (5 212)
– Asienfond (2 708)

2

Funds of funds

During the year sustainability and corporate governance issues were integrated further into fundamental
investment analysis prior to investments being made.
The aim was to identify both the risks and to find companies with good work.

The fund manager of a fund of funds-fund purchases
shares in Swedbank Robur’s funds or in funds from
external fund providers. Holdings in external funds
are subject to the policy for responsible investments.
Therefor we encourag fund providers to sign the PRI,
evaluate provider’s work on sustainability and we conduct dialogue with them about exclusion of companies
on ”Swedbank Robur’s exclusion list”. The same process
is applied in cases where our balanced funds, equity
funds, bond funds or close-to-index- funds choose to
invest in external funds.

Our equity fund managers have several tools available
in their integration work. Sustainability specialists work
together with the portfolio managers and an overview
takes place continuously regarding sustainability risks
and sustainability work at the companies in the fund
and in its benchmark index. Portfolio managers also
receive information on which factors that impact on
the fund’s carbon footprint, the level of sustainability
work at the companies the fund has invested in, which
companies that have the best development in their
sustainability work within each industry and which
have the weakest, as well as companies involved in
serious incidents. A decision is made as to whether we
should contact the company to engage with them in
sustainability issues.

During the year the fund managers reviewed the
underlying holdings in funds from external fund providers that the funds had invested in. In the few cases
where external funds had invested in companies with
particularly high sustainability risks, or in companies on
”Swedbank Robur’s exclusion list”, the fund providers
were contacted in order to obtain an explanation as to
why they had holdings in these companies and to encourage them to influence the controversial companies.
We also met with several external fund providers to
discuss their sustainability work more in detail.

For more than ten years we have evaluated our financial
counterparties’ sustainability analyses and provided
feedback to encourage them to include sustainability in
the analyses.

Close-to-index-funds
To enable us to exclude companies from our index funds
on sustainability grounds, the Responsible Investment
Policy was incorporated into the index funds’ prospectuses already during the autumn of 2015. The index
funds then became close-to-index- funds of the Access
fund family. On behalf of these funds we influence
high-risk companies and exclude companies that are on
”Swedbank Robur’s exclusion list”. Portfolio managers of index funds should try to ensure that the fund
resembles its benchmark index. Therefore, exclusion is
the tool used to integrate sustainability when choosing
securities in these funds.

Bond funds
For bond funds, we created processes for how the portfolio managers will take sustainability and corporate
governance into account when choosing fixed-interest
securities issued by companies, such as corporate
bonds. Corporate bonds issued by companies with
particularly high risks or major issues are not selected.
Investment in such companies will only take place in
exceptional cases, provided that we initiate a dialogue
with an aim to influence the company to improve its
sustainability work. For bond funds this influence
occurs mostly through direct contact with the companies. The policy for responsible investments was
introduced in January 2017 in our fund prospectuses for
bond funds.

Sustainability funds
For customers who want sustainability to determinate
the selection of companies in their funds, we have our
special sustainability funds, see the chapter about
Sustainability funds.

Balanced funds

Carbon footprint, selected funds compared with their
respective indices2

1

Equity funds

In balanced funds the portfolio manager invests both
in equities and in fixed-income securities. Investment
can also take place in external funds, so-called funds
of funds. After this year’s work to integrate regard to
sustainability and corporate governance in investment
decisions, fund managers will opt out of direct investments in equities or corporate bonds in companies with
particularly high risks or where there are major issues
with sustainability and corporate governance. As with
bond funds, investment in such companies will only take
place in exceptional cases, provided that we initiate dialogue with an aim to influence the company to improve
its sustainability work.

Sustainability ranking of funds
Early in 2016 the rating institute Morningstar launched
a sustainability ranking for funds. The ranking provides
a new opportunity for us to continuously measure the
sustainability content of our equity funds and closeto-index-funds and makes it easier for our customers
to make comparisons with other funds. When the final
evaluation was carried out for the year 74 per cent of
the 46 Swedbank Robur funds that had been ranked
had three globes or more. Six of the funds received the
highest ranking in the form of five globes, among them
Ethica Sverige, Förbundsfonden, Humanfonden and
Japanfonden, and six funds were assigned the secondhighest rating receiving four globes.

Companies that produce coal representing more than 30 % of total business revenue
Ton CO2e/mkr. Calculations are based on fund holdings 2016-06-30.
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As in previous years, this year’s calculations show that
the bulk of our funds are more carbon efficient than
their benchmark indexes. 35 of the 42 funds we report
Andel av Roburs fonder
som equivalent or lower carbon footprints than
on have
fick 3 glober eller fler i Morningstars
thire benchmark
index. Four of the funds have a carbon
hållbarhetsrating, december
2016.
footprint higher than the index, the Russian fund, the
Eastern European fund and the two Sweden funds,
mainly due to investments in sectors with a high climate
footprint, such as the steel industry.
During the year, we participated in two international
initiatives relating to PRI and the Carbon Disclosure
Project (CDP) to encourage companies to improve
their emission reporting and their work on climate
change and to further standardise the reports made
and improve quality. Transparent and comparable
climate reporting from companies makes it easier for
us as investors to make informed investment decisions
and assists us in our dialogue with companies. It also
increases the accuracy of our climate reporting for
savers. We also participated in the Swedish Investment
Fund Association’s Working Group on climate reporting.
The results of this work led to the publication in May of
a guide which provided support for Swedish fund companies to calculate and report their CO2 emissions. The
next page provides an overview of our climate work.

The share of Robur’s funds that received three globes or more in
Morningstar’s sustainability ranking, December 2016

Morningstar rates funds in each fund category with
one to five ”globes”. This means that a Russian fund is
assessed in relation to other Russian funds and a Global
fund in relation to other Global funds. Each fund will
also receive an absolutescore that indicates how well
the companies in which the fund has invested are doing
with regard to their sustainability work compared with
all funds regardless of category. To determine how
well a fund takes sustainability aspects into account,
you should look at both the number of ”globes” and the
”fund’s score”. However Morningstar’s sustainability
ranking has limitations because the assessment is
based only on estimates by one analysis firm and the
fund’s engagement work on companies is not reflected.
However we believe that it is a useful tool for us and for
our customers so that they can get a rough idea of the
sustainability content of the fund’s investments.

Sustainability profiles for our funds
In cooperation with SWESIF, we developed a format to
report on how funds integrate sustainability into their
investment processes. The Sustainability Profile is a
fund fact sheet that describes the focus that funds have
with regard to the integration of responsible investments. The profile was implemented on the Swedish
Pensions Agency’s fund listings as early as 2013 and is
obligatory for funds with an environmental or ethical
labelling. We have now chosen to publish Sustainability
profiles for all of our funds1. Savers and other interested
parties are provided with clear and simple information
on how we apply sustainability criteria in the management of the funds which in turn provides better
opportunities for comparisons with other funds and
fund companies.

The funds’ climate footprint
Twice a year we publish a report of our funds’ climate
footprint. We do this to help the saver who is interested
in climate change to be able to compare funds’ climate
impacts and make informed choices in the investment
decisions. The first time we reported the climate footprint for the funds was two years ago after we signed
the Montreal Carbon Pledge, an international initiative
in which asset managers commit to providing a climate
footprint or CO2 footprint for equity funds.

OUR WORK ON CLIMATE CHANGE
Sustainability issue of historic proportions

drilling and extraction in the Arctic. During the year, we
contacted the ten companies on the Swedish stock exchange that are the largest dischargers of greenhouse
gases with questions concerning measures to achieve
emission reductions; you can read more about this on
page 12.

Climate change is one of the most important sustainability issues of our time. Global and local changes in the
climate can contribute to water scarcity, deforestation
and desertification, and have impact on human health
and welfare. Companies all over the world can contribute to mitigate the effects of climate change and create
conditions for positive development in climate issues.
Swedbank Robur has a relatively small direct impact on
the climate, but indirectly through our investments,
we have a greater impact. That is why we are active
owners and make use of any opportunities we have to
influence companies. We follow Swedbank Group’s climate strategy and we work to reduce our direct carbon
footprint through energy efficiency improvements and
through internal travel routines.

We report on our funds’ climate footprint
Corporate impact on the climate form a part of our
sustainability analysis. Access to standardised and comparable climate reporting may be crucial in selection and
investment decisions. Therefore, transparent reporting
is an important element in our company dialogues.
We cooperate within the PRI to standardise carbon
accounting and to increase the scope and quality of the
companies’ climate data. During the year, we participated in the CDP’s initiative to persuade European utility
companies to further develop their reporting. In our
engagement work, our approach is based on our two
position papers on energy and climate change, which
can be found on our website.

No to coal in all funds and no to coal and
fossil fuels in the sustainability funds
At the beginning of the year, Swedbank Robur decided
to not invest in companies that have more than 30 per
cent of their revenues from coal production. Coal is the
fossil fuel with the largest climate impact excluding coal
is one way to reduce the climate risk in our funds. Since
2015 we have refrained in our sustainability funds from
making investments in all fossil fuels: oil, gas and coal.

In 2015 we signed the Montreal Carbon Pledge, thus
agreeing to report on the carbon footprint of our
mutual funds. Twice a year, we report the funds’ climate
footprints to make it easier for our customers to take
climate considerations when making investment
decisions. In this year’s calculations, the bulk of our
funds had a lower carbon footprint compared with the
previous year’s calculations, at the same time as the
funds´ assets increased, with the exception of the European fund. For the second year in a row, the majority
of the funds in the selection, except for the Swedish
Fund, Nordic Fund, Russian Fund and Export Fund, have
a carbon footprint that is less than the index.

Climate responsibility among companies
Through dialogue we influence companies to increase
their investments in energy efficiencies and renewable energy sources. In addition to climate aspects we
have also addressed issues regarding the environment,
safety and human rights when in dialogue with coal
and oil companies. We have also been in dialogue with
companies operating in the oil sand sector, deep water

Carbon footprint, equity funds compared to index
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Portfolio managers in a meeting

1

The carbon footprint for a fund is displayed as the companies’ carbon intensity (emissions relative revenues) and is based on the funds ownership in each company. Only funds with emission data for ≥ 75% of the fund value are calculated. Calculations are based on fund holdings and
index as of 2016-12-31. Calculations show emissions under the GHG Protocol scope 1 % 2, emissions in supply chain are not included.

All profiles can be found at hallbarhetsprofilen.se
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Nomination Committees

Active owner

What do the nomination committees of
listed companies do and how is the work
actually organised?
-The nomination committees prepare fora number of
important decisions that are to be taken at the general
meeting, including the election of the Board of Directors
and the auditors along with the determination of their
fees and how the nomination committee should be
appointed. The committee evaluates the work of the
existing board, draws up competency profiles for new
members and searches for candidates using their own
network or external recruitment consultants.

For the third year in a row, in the companies in which Swedbank Robur had
participated in nomination committees, there was an equal gender balance
amongst the newly elected board members. The proportion of women in those
companies in which we participated in the nomination committees prior to the
annual general meetings in 2016 amounts to 38%. It shows that our work to
increase diversity on company boards is creating results. We contacted the ten
companies on the Swedish stock exchange that emit the most carbon dioxide
with questions about their climate work.

What is characteristic of good nomination
work?

Material ownership issues

Seminars in Almedalen

Swedbank Robur exercises its ownership rights primarily prior to and at general meetings, through ongoing
dialogue with company boards and management and
through working together with other owners.
Important ownership issues include:
• Equal treatment of shareholders and protection for
minority the shareholders

For several years Swedbank Robur has been in
Almedalen in order to participate in the public debate
on issues that are relevant for our savers. This year we
arranged two well visited seminars: ”Swedish corporate
governance – Should Sweden adapt to the world, or vice
versa?” and ”Sustainable savings – What is important is
worth evaluating.”

• Participation in nomination committees
• Election of boards and auditors

-It is important that the members of the nomination
committee are dedicated, experienced and make time
for their work. You have to have a good understanding of the individual company and about the present
Board to see what sort of changes may be required. In
addition to understanding what skills, experience and
background are needed by the Board on the basis of the
situation the company finds itself in, it is also important
to understand how the Board works as a ”team”
together. There is also a need for good planning so that
work starts in good time.

with us, a total of ten people, four women and six men.
The members we appoint in nomination committees
have considerable experience from both management
and board work. More information about them is available on our website as well as of the companies where we
have appointed members in the nomination committee.

Are there any trends that you can tell us
about?
-The question of diversity in the boards, including a better gender balance remains current. The development
follows the plan that the Swedish Corporate Governance Board determined a few years ago. The aim is for the
stock market as a whole to achieve a gender balance by
the year 2020 but with clear milestones to be reached
by the spring of 2017. Certain milestones, such as the
share of women on the boards of large companies, have
already been achieved.
Proportion of women in company boards (%)
40
35
30
25
20

Swedbank Robur

15

The Stockholm
Stock Exchange

10

• Remuneration for boards and company management

Why is it important for Swedbank Robur
to appoint a member in listed companies’
nomination committees?

• Capital structure
• Sustainability
• Transparency and disclosure
• Public tender offers
These areas are, to a certain extent, regulated in legislation or codes for best practice in company management
in accordance with the “comply or explain” principle, for
example in the “Swedish Code of Corporate Governance” and the “Guidelines for investment fund managers
as shareholders”. In order to create added value for our
customers, we also impose additional requirements
arising from our Ownership Policy, which can be found
on our website. swedbankrobur.se.

Jakob König from the Swedish Consumers’ Association, Kajsa Brundin,
Söderberg & Partners and Per Mattsson from Morningstar at Swedbank
Roburs’ seminar on Sustainable savings in Almedalen.

Nomination Committees and General Meetings (number)
Participation in nomination committees in Sweden

2016

2015

2014

69

59

61

Participation in general meetings (total)

295

269

243

– general meetings at companies listed in Sweden

171

140

135

34

10

13

124

129

108

9

16

7

Sustainability engagement (number)

2016

2015

2014

Companies contacted on sustainability issues

382(1)

263

332

65

71

132

317

192

200

– of which EGMs
– general meetings at companies listed outside Sweden
– of which EGMs

– of which companies listed in Sweden
– of which companies listed outside Sweden

Of which 222 companies contacted through collaborations and 160 through own contacts.

1

10

-The basis for well-managed and profitable companies is
that the board and management adopt a good strategy
and that business operations are well managed. This
requires a professional and well-balanced Board with
regards to competence and experience with a sufficient
degree of independence. As the second largest shareholder on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, it is therefore
natural that we assume our ownership responsibilities and participate in nomination committees when
our funds are among the largest shareholders in the
companies.

Tell us about your organisation for nomination committee work?
-The organisation is comprised of a few employees,
independent board members in the fund management
company as well as external persons who cooperate

5
0
2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

Source: SIS Ägarservice / Swedish Corporate Governance Board).

-Over the last three years we have, in the nomination committees we have participated in, achieved a
balanced gender representation of newly elected board
members. Overall in the 69 companies we participated
in the nomination work for the annual general meetings
in 2016 the number of women increased to 38% (excluding CEOs elected as board members at AGMs). Including
the CEOs, the share increased to 36%, which is above
average for listed companies. The number of CEOs who
are also elected members by the board of directors continues to decrease and we see a continued demand for
digital and international expertise. Particularly in newly
listed companies, we have seen the need to develop the
integration of sustainability issues in the companies’
business affairs, which also affects the demands on the
board members.

”A good work in nomination
committees is important for
the fund unit holders”
Åsa Nisell, Director Corporate Governance
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In the seminar on corporate governance, the panel were
of the opinion that there is a growing international interest in the Swedish corporate governance model, and
that this has been one of the factors for the Swedish
stock exchange outperforming the rest of the world, as
measured by the world index. But there are still areas
of improvement and with the increasing degree of internationalisation it is important to be transparent and to
harmonise, where appropriate.

meetings in 260 Swedish and foreign companies
which meant that we voted for approximately 75% of
the funds’ capital that is invested directly in shares.
Geographical distribution of general meetings
(number of companies)

North
America
Nordamerika
Sweden
Sverige
UK
Storbritannien
Europe
ex. Sweden
Europa exkl.
Sverige
and
UK
och Storbritannien
Japan
Japan
Russia
Ryssland
South
Africa
Sydafrika
Other
Övriga

The seminar on the Swedish corporate
governance model
Marianne Nilsson, Deputy CEO and Head of Corporate Governance
at Swedbank Robur hosted the seminar that was arranged
together with the Government Pension Fund of Norway – The
Norwegian Oil fund. The panel consisted of Mats Isaksson, Head
of Corporate Affair OECD; Petter Johnsen, Chief Investment
Officer Equity Strategies, Government Pension Fund of Norway/
Norwegian Oil fund; Björn Kristiansson, Member of The Swedish
Corporate Governance Board; Anders Oscarsson, Head of Equities
& Corporate Governance, AMF; Stefan Stern, Head of Corporate
Relations, Sustainability and Communications, Investor; and Caroline af Ugglas, Vice President of The Confederation of Swedish
Enterprise. The discussion was chaired by moderator Caroline
Sundewall who has many years’ experience within these issues
both as a journalist and as a board member.

In the seminar on sustainable savings the panel agreed
that evaluation is positive as it helps customers to make
well informed choices. But since customers have
different preferences, it is important that the tools are
clear and transparent so that they can choose funds
based on factors that are important to them.

The seminar on Sustainable savings
Marianne Nilsson, Deputy CEO and Head of Corporate Governance
at Swedbank Robur, hosted the seminar. The panel members
possessed both experience and competence in the field: Kajsa
Brundin, Head of Product Research and Sustainability Söderberg
and Partners; Åsa Domeij, Head of environment and social responsibility, Axfood; Jakob König, Project Manager for Fair Finance
Guide Sweden, Swedish Consumers’ Association; Per Mattsson,
Regional Head of Business Development, Morningstar; and Fredrik
Nordström, CEO of the Swedish Investment Fund Association. The
discussion was chaired by Lydia Capolicchio.

Board members must have a high level
of integrity and sufficient time to fulfil
their role. We are of the view that board
members should be shareholders in the
company.
The customers’ representative at the
general meeting
We normally attend general meetings in Sweden in
person, and we participate in foreign companies by
proxy voting. During the year, we have voted at general
meetings in approximately 20 countries, mainly in
Europe and the USA. We took part in 295 general
1

Our starting position is to vote for management and
shareholder proposals that we believe provide sustainable and long-term development in companies and
thereby provide good returns for our customers. Analyses are based on our Ownership Policy and guidelines
for voting in foreign companies1 which are available
on our website. It also contains continually updated
information on the general meetings we participate in,
how we voted, and our position on specific issues, such
as public takeover bids.

General meetings in companies listed in
Sweden
Spring is the peak season for general meetings in
Swedish listed companies because most have calendar
year as their fiscal year. Each general meeting is characterised by the individual company’s business operations,
development phases and current issues. But there is
also a lot that is common to all companies. Regardless of
the size of the company, it is the general meeting that is
the company’s highest decision-making authority and
thus an important decision-making
forum. The past year will be summarised and a number
of important decisions will be made for the future.

The independence of the auditors is
very important, as they are appointed
by the shareholders at a general meeting to review how the board and the
CEO manage the company.
Overall questions from shareholders were related to
operations, and among other things concerned the
effects of digitalisation on the business model and
operations. Sustainability continues to be in focus, in
particular business ethics and human rights. Another
relatively new sustainability theme has been taxes,
in particular, in the light of the Panama documents.
The boards’ diversity is another focus area as well as
remuneration issues, with regards to both the salaries
of CEOs and incentive programmes. There are increased

For analyses of foreign companies we use external analyses by Nordic Investor Services.
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demands on companies’ transparency relating to
bonuses.
Foreign shareholders are increasingly prevalent at
Swedish general meetings and as a result there is an
increase in the importance of so-called ”proxy advisors”
– (analysis companies that provide advice to shareholders before the general meetings). Among other things,
this led to that discharge from liability was not granted
for the retiring Board Chairman and the former CEO of
Swedbank. A change brought about through requests
of foreign owners is individual board elections instead
of a collective vote for the election of the directors. In
purely legal terms, individual board elections are adopted in Swedish companies, but the notices to
attend have not been designed in this way. This has led
to foreign owners who vote by proxy not having the
same opportunity to vote at the general meeting as
shareholders who are present or via their own representatives. Some 20 companies, mainly on Large Cap,
introduced individual elections this year.
During the year Swedbank Robur has analysed
approximately 60 share-related incentive programmes
in Swedish listed companies and in approximately 40 of
the companies we’ve had a dialogue with the board before the general meeting. In 10 of these companies, the
discussions led to improved information, clearer performance requirements and more reasonable programmes.
But in some cases, we felt the programmes had such
shortcomings that we could not vote in their favour.

Allotments in share-related incentive
plans should be based on actual performance, be reasonable in terms of cost
and dilution and lead to participants
becoming shareholders.
At the Swedish Orphan Biovitrum AGM, Swedbank
Robur voted against the board’s proposal for a longterm share incentive plan. Allotments were not based
on any real performance, but rather on an increase in
the share price, which may result from external factors.
The programme also meant high allotments, primarily
to the CEO. Several institutional shareholders voted
against the programme but the AGM decided to approve
the board’s proposal. Swedbank Robur has also voted
against approving the advisory remuneration reports in
ABB, AstraZeneca and Autoliv because of insufficient
performance requirements for allocations in the sharebased incentive programmes. In ABB, we therefore
voted against the ceiling on the management’s remunerations for the year 2017 , since we considered it to
be to high.

Companies should have an efficient
capital structure with the financial resources necessary to ensure sustainable business performance. The chosen
structure and dividend policy should be
clearly motivated.

In order to prevent unfair treatment of current shareholders, all new share issues should be in cash with
pre-emptive rights for current shareholders. When the
board is given authorisation for directed share issues
(private placements), we demand clear information on
the purpose and motivation for the issue based on the
company’s specific circumstances. In any directed cash
issues, we believe that they should be in accordance
with the Swedish Corporate Governance Board’s
recommendation.
During the year, we voted for and participated in rights
issues in CLX Communications, Probi, Sagax, SSAB,
Tele2 and Tobii. The Sagax AGM authorised a new share
issue to finance property acquisitions in accordance
with the board’s proposal. Swedbank Robur voted
against the proposal because we feel that the authorisation is too broad. The authorisation is limited to 10%
of voting rights instead of equity and may therefore
cause a significantly greater dilution of equity for existing shareholders than is customary.

Public tender offers
During the year Swedbank Robur accepted a public
takeover bid in Meda.

General meetings in companies listed
outside Sweden
At board elections in companies listed abroad, Swedbank Robur has not voted in favour of board members
who hold the positions of both chairman of the board
and CEO of the company, which is still common practice,
primarily in the USA. We feel this does not conform to
good corporate governance and have therefore also
voted in favour of shareholder proposals aimed at separating these two functions.
We have also voted in favour of shareholder proposals
in the USA in respect of the shareholders’ right to
nominate board members (proxy access), something
that is taken for granted by shareholders in Sweden. In
Celgene and Exxon Mobil, these proposals received the
support of the general meeting. In Celgene a majority
of shareholders also supported a proposal regarding
shareholders’ right to convene extraordinary general
meetings. In Qualcomm the proposal received strong
support although a majority was not achieved.
US companies are increasingly moving towards performance-related allotments in share-related incentive
plans, but it is still common to have large allotments of
both options and shares that are based simply on length
of employment. For this reason Swedbank Robur has,
in the consultative referenda in many US companies,
voted against approving the remuneration reports and
also voted against new programmes.
In companies listed abroad, board remuneration is not
always a separate item on the agenda at general meetings. In Switzerland this is now the case and in Nestlé
and Novartis we voted against board remunerations
because we think they are unjustifiably high.
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As in previous years, we voted against proposals in the
UK for new share issues authorised with preferential
rights for company shareholders that we have felt were
too broad. We also voted against proposals to reduce
the period of notice for extraordinary general meetings
in the UK. We feel this would limit shareholder opportunities to prepare for and participate in these meetings.

Correct, relevant, reliable and open
information enables a well-founded
assessment of the companies’ future
performance.

sustainability work, nearly 300 of them where on
foreign exchanges. We contacted significantly more
foreign companies compared to the previous year,
mainly due to the fact that we have conducted several
dialogues in collaboration with international investors.
Every quarter we publish lists of the companies we have
contacted on sustainability issues.

Swedbank
Robur
Swedbank
Robur
Samarbeten
Collaboration

In the Swiss company Sika, the majority shareholder at
the turn of the year 2014/2015 entered into an agreement with the competing French company Saint Gobain
on the sale of shares with high voting rights at a premium to the share price, while other shareholders have
not been offered the same terms. Legal proceedings
are under way on restricting the majority shareholder’s
voting rights. Against this background, Swedbank Robur did not vote in favour of board members with links
to the majority shareholder at the AGM in April. We also
supported a proposal by institutional shareholders for
an extension of the special audit that was decided the
previous year in the event that the
majority shareholder’s representatives were to be
elected to the board.

Sustainability in company dialogue
We believe that companies with high sustainability risks
should have well developed sustainability strategies.
The board is responsible for ensuring that there are
relevant policy documents and that governance and
monitoring take place in relation to the risks. Companies
must also be transparent and through public information provide shareholders and other stakeholders
with an accurate picture of the relevant risks and the
company’s work. As owners, we act in order to influence
the companies through various forms of dialogue and by
voting on sustainability at AGMs.
As one of the largest owners on the Swedish stock
market many of our dialogues target Swedish companies. Outside Sweden, our holdings are often smaller,
but sustainability risks exist even in our global
portfolios and we are increasing the amount of
dialogues with foreign companies. During the year, we
contacted about 380 companies regarding their

Incident dialogue – BHP Billiton, dam
collapse in Samarco, Brazil

Råvaruutvinning
Materials extractives
Industri
Industrials
Energi
Utilities
Dagligvaror
Consumer staples
Verkstad,
Capital sällanköp
goods
ITIT& &
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Energy
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Hälsovård
Health care
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Who conducted the dialogues?

Suppliers
Leverantörer
In the area of sustainability, we have, among other
things, voted for shareholder proposals on enhanced
reporting on climate work in Glencore and enhanced
sustainability reporting in Facebook. In US companies,
we have voted in favour of shareholder proposals to
improve transparency regarding lobbying and political
contributions.

In which sectors did we have dialogue?

In November 2015, a dam collapsed which resulted in the spread
of mineral waste from the Samarco mine in Minas Gerais in Brazil.
A hidden weakness in the dam’s construction led to the collapse
which caused several deaths and flooding along 650 km of the
river with serious impacts on surrounding villages. Samarco
is jointly owned by BHP Billiton and Vale. BHP Billiton has not
encountered any serious incidents for many years. As soon as the
incident became known, we contacted BHP Billiton. The company
set up three goals: to establish a rehabilitation and compensation
plan, conduct a Tailings and safety review of the dam, and review
BHP Billiton’s collaboration work in joint ventures.

The most common issues in this year’s dialogues were
climate, overall management of sustainability, human
rights, controversial weapons and labour rights.

BHP acted quickly with an action programme comprising 23
socioeconomic and 18 environmental measures. We have continuously followed up developments with the company. They have
acted openly and invited investors to conduct regular reviews.

What issues did the dialogues cover?
Klimat
Climate

The clean-up work will take many years. The company has
allocated more than USD 600 million to repair the damage. They
have carried out a review of all tailings lagoons and reviewed and
strengthened the control and monitoring of their current joint
venture projects in South America.

Övergripande
strategi
arbete
Overall strategy
&&work
Miljö
Environment

We conduct dialogue with companies ourselves, through
dialogue suppliers1 and through collaboration with
other investors. We conduct a large proportion of the
dialogues ourselves, but the number of collaborations
increased during the year as it is an effective way of
influencing companies. We collaborated primarily in PRI
and CDP2.
What kind of dialogues?
Bevakningslista
Watch List
Incidentuppföljning
Incidents
Hållbarhetsanalys
Sustainability analysis

Theme dialogues
Temadialoger
Stakeholder dialoges
Intressentdialoger
och stor ägare
and large owner

Our dialogues are aimed at improving both sustainability
and profitability in companies and to prevent and reduce
serious consequences for people and the environment.
We have different types of dialogue:
1. Dialogues with companies with particularly high risks
that are on our Watch List:
2. Dialogue to follow-up on incidents;
3. Dialogue through sustainability analysis;
4. Theme dialogues, for example, on climate, palm oil or
human rights;
5. Stakeholder dialogues with companies where we are
large owners.
Certain industries have a higher sustainability risk. The
majority of this year’s dialogues were with companies
that work with oil and gas exploration, energy, mining,
forestry, agriculture and manufacturing.

The service Ethix Pooled engagement, by ISS-Ethix
2
Carbon Disclosure Project
1

Mänskliga
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Human rights
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Controversialvapen
weapons
Arbetsvillkor
Laobr rights
Affärsetik
Business ethics
Leverantörsarbete
Supply chain
Ockuperad
Ockupiedmark
territory
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Dialogue with companies on Watch List
Approximately 40% of the dialogues were with companies on our watch list. The watch list currently consists
of approximately 100 companies with critical sustainability risks and our funds have holdings in about half
of these. These companies have a high priority in our
dialogues. Read more on page 17.
Dialogue in the event of incidents
The follow-up of incidents is another way to influence
as owner. During the year these dialogues accounted for
only one percent of our company dialogues on sustainability. When a company is involved in an incident, we,
or our providers of norm-based analysis3 carry out an
assessment of the severity of the incident. If a company
can be associated with violations of international
norms, initially we leave it to the provider to handle
further company contacts. If we assess the incident
to be particularly serious, we add the company to our
internal watch list and conduct the dialogue with the
company ourselves.
Dialogue, a part of the sustainability analysis
We strive to be well informed about the companies’
approach to and overall management of sustainability
issues. In general our sustainability analysis embraces
all aspects of a company’s sustainability work since
companies often have risks and development opportunities in several areas. We have followed Swedish
listed companies for many years and we see clear
improvements in areas we have brought to the attention of companies, such as governance and follow-up
programmes, environmental considerations in product
development and supply chain management.
3
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Corporate dialogue through sustainability
analysis: the real estate company Balder
Balder owns, manages and develops residential properties,
commercial properties and hotels in the Nordic region. The company was analysed during the year and was assessed as meeting
the requirement level for sustainability funds for the first time,
although we expect development on several points. When we first
analysed the company, ten years ago, the company did not report
any information about their environmental work. Now a decade
later, Balder has identified its significant environmental aspects
and developed its systematic environmental work. As an example
they work with renewable energy and continuous energy optimisations. In our analysis, we have emphasized that Balder should
establish measurable targets for energy savings and present their
work through comparable key performance indicators. We would
also like to see more concrete demands on suppliers and contractors and developments relating to work on anti-corruption.

Theme dialogues
Our theme dialogues this year have focused on climate,
human rights in extractive industries, extraction of
shale oil and shale gas, as well as palm oil production and
responsible gaming.
Klimat
Climate

Humanrättigheter
rights invid
extractive
Mänskliga
utvinning
industries

Palmoilja
Palm oil

Fracking& Skifferolja (fracking)
Skiffergas
Ansvarsfullt
spel gambling
Responsible

ISS-Ethix and GES Investment Services
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Active ownership in Online Gaming
Operators

During the autumn, Swedbank Robur contacted the ten Swedish
listed companies that emit the most carbon dioxide: SSAB, SCA,
Boliden, Volvo, SKF, Telia, Skanska, Sandvik, Electrolux and AAK.
The aim was to ask questions about the company’s actions to reduce emissions. All the companies responded. They are well aware
of the high emissions and are actively working to reduce them.
The high emission levels for Volvo and Electrolux are mainly due
to emissions associated with the use of the companies’ products.
Therefore, in addition to its own production they are focusing on
developing energy-efficient products.
SSAB’s emissions occur mainly in production. To achieve further
reductions in steel production requires investments in noncarbon-based technology. SSAB operates targeted development
projects in cooperation with state-owned LKAB and Vattenfall.
The possible positive effects for the industry are considerable, but
the transition time is long. In 2017, we will expand the dialogue
to include more companies that we consider need to develop
their climate work. All companies will also receive feedback with
suggestions for development and improvement. More examples of
theme dialogues can be found on the next page.

During the year we talked to gambling operators where Swedbank
Robur’s funds have ownership. Swedbank Robur was an early investor in Kindred Group (formerly the Unibet Group) and Betsson.
Swedbank Robur also has holdings in companies that were listed
later on such as Kambi Group, Evolution Gaming and LeoVegas.
We identified quite early gambling addiction as a major risk for
the operators. The focus of the dialogues has therefore been to
follow up on how they work to discover customers with high risk
gambling patterns and how they act to prevent development of
gambling addiction. We requested preventive actions, as well
as systems and products that help customers to conduct safe
gambling. We encouraged companies to become more open in
their communication, to tell us how they act when incidents occur
or when irregularities are detected. Companies such as Kindred
Group and Betsson have increased the public information about
their work with responsible gambling and how they interact
within the industry to drive development forward.
With increased competition in the industry, the issue of responsible marketing has been given more emphasis in our dialogue.
We want companies to have a policy and clear agreements with
suppliers and partners and to follow up and take action against
any deviations that may occur. We see that the listed companies
are at different stages in their sustainability work and we will continue our dialogues with regard to our expectations and we will
support the companies in working systematically with responsible
gambling and sound marketing.

Shale oil and shale gas in the United States
Since 2013, Swedbank Robur has collaborated with 41 other
investors in the UN initiative PRI regarding shale oil and shale gas
in the United States. The investors manage in total USD 5100
billion in the companies concerned. ”Fracking” or the extraction of
shale oil is a controversial land-based extraction technology with
a significant impact on the natural environment and on local
communities. It requires large amounts of water and chemicals. A
high rate of development has created many new and inexperienced players on the market, which in turn increases the challenges with regard to sustainability.
Dialogues were conducted with 37 local and multinational oil companies. The objective was partly to increase investor knowledge
of the industry and its sustainability aspects, partly to increase
transparency and to improve the management of sustainability
issues in the companies. 56 indicators were measured in the areas:
overall strategy and management; water use; emissions to soil,
air and water; impact on local communities and collaboration with
stakeholders.
From the start in 2013 until the closing of the dialogues in 2016,
87% of the companies had improved within all dialogue areas. The
transparency as to how the industry deals with sustainability
issues has increased substantially which facilitates an increased
control. To support a continued dialogue with the industry, PRI
compiled an investor guide for collaboration with companies that
work with the extraction of shale oil and shale gas.

Human rights and working conditions in
the palm oil sector
As an owner, Swedbank Robur participates in dialogue with
companies in the palm oil sector. The dialogues focus on sustainability aspects such as the companies’ environmental impact or
working conditions but also questions of greater transparency and
traceability at manufacturers and retailers of palm oil-intensive
products. This means that we are better equipped to evaluate and
analyse developments in the industry. In the PRI working group
(International Working Group on Sustainable Palm Oil), we have
followed up on how companies have developed their responsibility
work. We see a clear trend within the policy area and with regards
to increased traceability, but when it comes to the monitoring of
human rights at suppliers, several companies still have a good way
to go. In 2016, the work group also made contact with legislators in,
among other countries, Malaysia, to put pressure on them regarding
regulations to prevent deforestation.
Our dialogue with companies in the palm oil sector began in 2008,
when analysts from Swedbank Robur visited plantations in
Malaysia, mainly with a connection to Swedish listed companies. In
2011 we published a position paper that describes our view on palm
oil and our expectations on companies throughout the value chain.
We see that the focus in the sector has shifted from pesticides,
biodiversity and deforestation to focus increasingly on a company’s
”social license to operate” i.e. social issues, such as the rights of
indigenous peoples to lands, working conditions, workers’ rights,
gender equality and children’s rights. We will continue to follow the
development in this sector.

Dialogue as stakeholder and large owner
Companies turn to us as an owner to get our view on
their sustainability work. We are actively involved in
the stakeholder dialogues we are invited to join and we
strive to contribute with experience and knowledge so
that companies may improve and develop their work.
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Dialogues with companies on watch list where the funds have holdings,
by sector
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Addtech has developed its sustainability work in several areas.
Among other things, all subsidiaries have implemented the
company’s code of conduct and a common platform for vendor
evaluation has been developed. The company has been receptive
to our improvement proposals. We can see that they have worked
actively with business ethics which is an area we highlighted in
the dialogue.
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Sustainability funds
It is 20 years since we launched our first environmental fund, which today has developed into the sustainability funds Ethica. Thanks to these funds, we have followed
the development of sustainability work in Swedish listed companies for a long time
and we see a clear development. During the year, cooperation between fund managers and sustainability analysts and a closer contact with companies listed outside of
Sweden was in focus when we developed our sustainability analysis. The companies’
climate work continued to be of large interest to us, as were reducing the carbon
footprint for the sustainability funds. 40 million SEK were distributed to around 70
organisations through gifts from the savers in Humanfonden and as an additional gift
from Swedbank Robur this year, the fund fee was reduced to zero.
In focus
Over the past year, we have been working to create
even better sustainability products for our customers.
We established closer collaboration between fund managers and sustainability analysts; we have fewer companies in the portfolios, which mean that the capacity
for personal contact with the companies has increased.
Our analysis of companies in the sustainability funds
is comprehensive and covers all types of sustainability
issues which are of importance to the companies.
Issues that have been central throughout the year have
included overall governance of sustainability work,
responsibility for environmental impacts from manufacturing and products, supply chain management, issues
of working environment as well as business ethics.
This year’s analyses have also continued to emphasise climate change, which has resulted in low carbon
footprints for the sustainability funds. We have made
requests to companies with high carbon emissions to
develop a climate strategy, to make investments in
energy efficiencies and to use renewable energy. The
sustainability funds have continued to refrain from
investing in companies that produce fossil fuels such as
coal, oil and gas.

”Savers in our sustainability funds
are of the opinion that sustainability is profitable for the companies
in the long term. They are thinking
in terms of the wallet, the heart
and the ability to have an impact.”
Anna Nilsson, Head of Sustainability at Swedbank Robur

We analyse companies
For sustainability funds, sustainability issues are crucial
in the selection of companies the funds invest in. A
comprehensive sustainability analysis is the basis for
the assessment of the companies that may be included
in the funds. We divide the analysis into four areas:
environment & climate, human rights, labour rights and
business ethics. The companies must address the sustainability issues that are relevant to their business and
industry. We put more stringent demands on companies
in industries with major sustainability challenges than
on companies in low-risk industries. Important issues
are, for example, emissions from production, working
conditions in the supply chain, health & safety and

Carbon footprint, Ethica sustainability funds, tonnes of CO2e/SEKm (1)
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Ethica Global
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7

9
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Ethica Sverige
– fund

11
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21

– OMX Stockholm Benchmark Cap GI

16
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Tonnes CO2e/SEKm. Calculations based on fund holdings 2016-06-30, 2015-06-30, and 2014-06-30.
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anti-corruption. We also want to promote companies
with a sustainable business model, companies that offer
products and services with environmental and social
benefits. In total during the year, we analysed about 70
companies on the Swedish stock exchange and about
1800 companies globally across all industries. Below we
give an overview of critical sustainability issues in a few
selected industries.

Industry-specific critical sustainability
issues
Retail – textiles and apparel
• Supply chain management and monitoring of labour
rights and environmental issues in manufacturing
• Environmental requirements on raw materials, such
as cotton, bamboo, wool, palm oil
• Product development, materials and environmental
impact across the life cycle
• Distribution and marketing
Real estate
• Overall governance and monitoring
• Energy efficiency and climate
• Environmental consideration in materials selection
• Labour rights and working conditions – own
employees and contractors
• Business ethics
Industrials
• Overall governance and monitoring
• Environmental impact across product life cycle
• Environmental impact from manufacturing in own
operations and in supply chain
• Labour rights and working conditions in own
operations and in the supply chain
• Health and & safety
In the selection for the sustainability funds, a review
based on incidents related to violations of international
sustainability norms is also included. Companies with
confirmed violations will not be accepted for the sustainability funds. Furthermore the funds do not invest
in companies with more than limited manufacturing or
sales of arms/war materials, tobacco, alcohol, gambling
or pornography. Since June 2015, the sustainability
funds do not invest in companies that produce fossil
fuels such as coal, oil and gas.

Developed process
During the year, we have developed the method for
company selection in the sustainability funds. The
criteria are the same but the selection is now carried
out in closer cooperation between fund managers and
sustainability analysts. Companies are analysed with
regard to a number of critical issues that are characteristic of the industry the company operates in. The
company’s ability to manage the critical issues will

determine our evaluation of their sustainability work.
The evaluation is a crucial factor in the fund manager’s
decision to invest in the company on behalf of the fund,
or to refrain from investment.
The funds’ portfolios have become more concentrated and invest in fewer companies. This increases the
capacity of managers and sustainability analysts to establish and maintain close contact with the companies.

To influence sustainable development
The sustainability analysis functions as a filter for
the sustainability funds, but it also forms a basis for
influencing companies to develop in a more sustainable
direction. We want to get to know the companies well
when we own them in our sustainability funds. When
necessary we use our ability to influence and help companies develop further. Examples of our dialogues with
companies on sustainability issues are found on page 18
in the previous chapter.

Sustainable companies in Ethica
In 2017, we will expand our external reporting on
holdings in the fund family Ethica. Below we provide
examples of companies we think have relevant sustainability work and an interesting financial profile that we
have therefore chosen to invest in.
ABB (industrials)
ABB offers products and services in the field of power
and automation technologies. ABB is certified according
to ISO 14001, works with life cycle assessments and
environmental product declarations and has clear objectives on climate change. ABB conducts both own audits
of their suppliers and via a third party. They work with
internal skills development in the field of sustainability
and offer training to suppliers in China and India. The
company also works systematically to safeguard human
rights. Swedbank Robur has participated in stakeholder dialogues with ABB, for example to contribute to
the development of the company’s public reporting of
sustainability issues. ABB has a clear organisation and
distribution of responsibility for its sustainability work
within the company and the company is working to
improve the process of Due Diligence for projects.
Atlas Copco (industrials)
Atlas Copco’s products and services include compressed air equipment, generators, construction and mining
equipment, industrial tools and assembly systems, as
well as financing, service and rental. With a significant proportion of suppliers in high-risk countries and
exposure to customers in the mining and construction
industry worldwide, the company has risks with regards
to labour rights and working conditions, as well as
corruption. In our opinion Atlas Copco has introduced
effective sustainability initiatives which are controlled
centrally, despite an otherwise decentralised organi-
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sation. Work with health & safety, equal opportunities,
human rights, supplier audits and anti-corruption is well
established. A large part of their business complies to
the environmental management standard ISO 14001
and climate objectives are in line with EU objectives. An
area for future development is to continue to integrate
environmental technologies in the product portfolio.
Colgate Palmolive (consumer staples)
Colgate manufactures products for dental care, personal care, home care and nutrition for pets. Chemicals,
water, palm oil sourcing and social conditions in the
supply chain are key issues. The company conducts
extensive sustainability work and the responsibility
of integrating sustainability into its business processes and products is clearly distributed throughout the
organisation. The company works systematically with
the supply chain and have set high requirements for
environment and human rights in this area. By 2020,
the goal is to use only certified palm oil, there are also
specific goals to reduce carbon emissions. Through
innovation and product development, Colgate works
actively to meet health and sanitary requirements of
consumers in developing regions in Asia, Africa and
Latin America.
Fabege (real estate)
Fabege is a real estate company, specialising in real
estate development and rental of office premises.
Fabege has an integrated and well established sustainability work and is consciously seeking development
into new areas. There is a stated strong support from
the board and management and a clear organisation.
The company has comprehensive policies for sustainability which are updated annually. All agreements
in new buildings are so called Green contracts. The
company conducts supplier audits and source materials
with regard to environmental requirements and new
products must be approved in accordance with the criteria for Byggvarubedömningen. The goal is that 100%
of the company’s strategic partners will be evaluated
in terms of their sustainability work by 2020 and this
work is well under way. Fabege has implemented anticorruption training for all employees and has a system
for reporting upon suspicion of irregularities. We see
the company as a pioneer in the real estate industry.
Further development in areas such as green roofs and
integrated IT solutions and transport solutions could
place the company in a clearly leading position and
offer new business opportunities in sustainable urban
development.
Red Electrica (utilities)
Red Electria manages electricity and fibre networks,
mainly in Spain. The company has an explicit strategy to
replace fossil fuels with renewable energy sources and
exhibits, for the industry, a relatively low environmental impact. Red Electrica has significantly lower CO2

emissions and water consumption than its competitors
who have power production based on fossil fuels. The
company’s programme for the protection of biodiversity is among the best in the industry. They conduct
systematic work on health & safety showing a positive
development curve, and a low number of incidents.
Xylem (industrials)
Xylem manufactures water pumps for use in heating
and industrial manufacturing, products that help saving
both water and energy. The company has a relevant
sustainability work in relation to how the operations
affect people and the environment. The goal is that
all units are certified according to ISO 14001 and the
company is conducting good work with regard to health
& safety, emissions and waste. One of Xylem’s first
plants, the factory in Emmaboda, has in recent years
significantly reduced its consumption of energy, water
and materials. The company is now preparing to introduce similar solutions in other manufacturing facilities.

The climate issue still in focus
For over ten years, our expectations of energy
efficiency, investments in renewable energy and
climate responsibility have been high for companies in
the sustainability funds. Over the past three years we
further increased our requirements on solid climate
work in companies with high emissions for example in
the steel, cement and energy industries. Following this,
in June 2015 our sustainability funds withdrew investments from companies that produce fossil fuels. The
diagram below shows that the climate criteria for the
Ethica funds, the exclusion of companies that produce
fossil fuels and the stricter climate requirements on
companies in our sustainability funds in recent years
has had a major effect. Ethica Global’s climate footprint
was reduced by 79% from June 2014 to June 2016. The
corresponding figure for Ethica Sverige is 48%.
Carbon footprint Ethica Global, ton CO2e/mSEK
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Calculations are based on portfolio and index 30th of June 2016, 2015
and 2014. The reduction is mainly due to increased requirements for
companies with major climate impact and the divestment from coal, oil
and gas in the portfolio in 2015.
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20 years since our first environmental fund
In 1996, we launched the Environmental Fund, today
represented by Ethica Sverige. The fund was Nordic
with a high proportion of Swedish companies. It focused
on selection based on environmental issues and excluded certain controversial products, such as tobacco
and weapons. In 2002 social issues were added to their
criteria and a few years later, business ethics.
Thanks to the fact that we were early with funds that
applied environmental and sustainability criteria, we
have followed this work in companies on the Swedish
stock exchange for nearly two decades, and we can see
that the companies have developed a lot. Today, sustain
ability managers often form a part of the management
team, something that was very unusual 20 years ago.
Twenty years ago, environmental issues were only
taken up to a limited extent on boards’ and corporate
management agendas. Today, controls on working
conditions and environment in the supply chain form an
integral part of sourcing in the majority of companies
in the retail and manufacturing sectors. Companies
also work with suppliers to increase their knowledge
and awareness of sustainability issues, this was very
unusual earlier.
Sustainability is increasingly an integrated aspect of
business development. Listed companies in Sweden
report on how they work with their responsibilities regarding sustainable development. For a long time, it was
predominantly manufacturing companies that issued
environmental statements. The increased transparency

and quality of the reports we see today makes it easier
for investors to integrate sustainability in investment
decisions and ownership activities.
Over the past decade, we have seen an increased
demand for products with sustainability criteria, particularly from institutions and organisations. Twenty
years ago, the capital that we managed with environmental and ethical criteria amounted to approximately
one billion SEK. Today the equivalent amount is
approximately SEK 450 billion. Of these, SEK 47 billion
are managed in our sustainability funds.

Gifts for over a billion!
The Swedbank Humanfond gives the savers a unique
opportunity to combine long-term sustainable savings
with charity. Humanfonden is a sustainability fund with
the same criteria as the Ethica fund family but is also a
non-profit fund. Savers donate two percent of the fund
value per year to one of the 70 non-profit organisations.
During the year, the fund’s savers donated a total of
SEK 42 million which was distributed to organisations
at Hjärtedagen in February 2017. Since the fund first
started, savers have donated more than SEK 1 billion to
selected non-profit organisations. This year the fund
fee was reduced to zero as a way for Swedbank Robur
to contribute to the non-profit organisations work.
Through Humanfonden the savers can now – completely without fee – combine their long-term savings with
a regular support to one or several non-profit organisations and their important and life-saving work, both
here in Sweden and all over the world.

Teamwork improves the sustainability funds
Managers of the Ethica funds are now working closely
with our four sustainability analysts with a common
mission: to find companies that yield good returns
and at the same time, focus on long-term sustainable
business.

”Companies need good sustainability work to increase
or maintain their profitability when sustainability issues
are becoming increasingly important to customers. We
want to find profitable, sustainable companies, both
now and in the future. As fund managers, we think long
term and we are looking for companies with sustainable
business models rather than looking for companies that
are ”hot on the stock exchange” for the moment. In this
new approach we have developed, we make a concerted
effort to create benefits for our savers,” says Jacob
Gemmel manager of Ethica Global.
”The cooperation means that we more easily can talk to
companies about what is good and bad from a sustainability point of view,” says Carl-Fredrik Lorenius,
manager of Ethica Sweden.
When an investment idea takes shape the sustainability
analysts carry out an initial screening to determine
whether the company is conducting relevant sustainability work. If the company is at a sufficiently high level,

it is further analysed from a financial perspective. Of
particular interest are companies that have managed to
take advantage of business opportunities in sustainability and that are moving forward in terms of their
development.

Another important step has been to concentrate the
portfolios so that the funds invest in fewer companies.
”With fewer holdings, we are better equipped to analyse
and learn more about each company. We can have a dialogue on progress and challenges with members of the
executive committee and the CEO and provide feedback
that will help them to develop their work in a sustainable direction,” says Anna Nilsson, Head of sustainability.
When a company is very close to the level required for
the sustainability funds, a dialogue with the company’s
executive committee can be initiated. It is an effective
way to bring about improvements.

Asset management(1)

2016

2015

2014

Total assets under management (SEKbn)

1170

1090

1052

789

738

715

40

39

40

– of which in funds (SEKbn)
Proportion of managed assets with specific sustainability criteria (%) (2)

1) Asset management as of 2016-12-31.
2) Proportion of fund capital managed in sustainability funds and discretionary mandates with specific sustainability criteria.

Carbon footprint, selected funds compared with their
respective indices1

Fund 2016

Index 2016

Fund 2015

Index 2015

– Allemansfond Komplett (52 131)

12

30

14

35

– Aktiefond Pension (36 241)

13

30

14

35

8

30

14

35
18

Three largest funds (fund assets, SEKm)

– Kapitalinvest (24 246)
Regional equity funds (fund assets, SEKm)
– Sverigefond (15 371)

22

16

25

– Europafond (4 647)

33

35

26

43

– Globalfond (3 391)

9

37

15

44

7

36

10

43

17

59

32

71

2016

2015

2014

69

59

61

Participation in general meetings (total)

295

269

243

– general meetings at companies listed in Sweden

171

140

135

34

10

13

124

129

108

9

16

7

Sustainability engagement (number)

2016

2015

2014

Companies contacted on sustainability issues

382

– Amerikafond (5 212)
– Asienfond (2 708)
1) Ton CO2e/mkr. Calculations are based on fund holdings and inices 2016-06-30.

Nomination Committees and General Meetings (number)
Participation in nomination committees in Sweden

– of which EGMs
– general meetings at companies listed outside Sweden
– of which EGMs

(1)

263

332

65

71

132

317

192

200

2016

2015

2014

69

97

130

1800

1 800

1 800

Proportion of investable companies listed in Sweden (%) (1)

34

33

35

Proportion of investable companies listed outside Sweden (%) (2)

43

43

46

Charitable donations from Swedbank Robur Humanfond (3)

42

43

43

–of which companies listed in Sweden
– of which companies listed outside Sweden
1) Of which 222 companies contacted through collaborations and 160 through own contacts.

Sustainability funds
Sustainability screening of companies listed in Sweden (number)
Sustainability screening of companies listed outside Sweden (approx. number)

1) Share of companies in SIX Portfolio Return Index (SIXPRX) approved for investment by our Ethica sustainability funds. 60 per cent of SIXPRX was analysed as of
31 December 2016 and 57 per cent of the companies were approved for investment. During the year Ethica Sverige switched its comparative index to OMX Stockholm
Benchmark Cap GI.
2) Share of companies in MSCI World Index approved for investment by our Ethica sustainability funds. 100 per cent of the index was analysed as of 31 December 2016.
3) Humanfond had a total of 29 988 customers and 79 affiliated organbisations.

Carbon footprint, Ethica sustainability funds, tonnes of CO2e/SEKm(1)

2016

2015

2014

Ethica Global
– fund
– MSCI World Index

7

9

34

37

44

46

Ethica Sverige

”Companies are increasingly realising the value of
acting sustainably. Customers demand and value companies that are proactive. It is clear that companies have
a greater interest in listening to what we have to say.
Smaller companies in particular appreciate it when we
get in touch. They are not as familiar with the questions
and are keen to receive advice on how they can make
improvements,” Jacob concludes.

22

– fund

11

13

21

– OMX Stockholm Benchmark Cap GI

16

18

21

1) Tonnes CO2e/SEKm. Calculations based on fund holdings 2016-06-30, 2015-06-30, and 2014-06-30.
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Deputy CEO Swedbank Robur,
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WEBB SITE: swedbankrobur.com/about-swedbank-robur/sustainability
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